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Overview

Model and Adversarial Example Creation

We analyzed the sensitivity of a facial
recognition deep neural network (DNN)
to adversarial images. Both attack
mechanisms tested reduced accuracy.

• Random noise lowers model classification
accuracy
• Clustering noise around landmarks further
reduces model performance, but less so
for classes with more training images
(George Bush has 500+ training samples)

Attack mechanisms
• Add random noise to images
• Recognize facial landmarks (eyes,
nose, ears, mouth) using another
DNN and add noise near them

• We rely on two transfer learning steps:
One for facial recognition, and another for
landmark recognition. Imperfect transfer
learning could reduce model accuracy.

Defense mechanisms
• Train DNN facial recognition model
on subset of adversarial images [4]

• Adversarial training by adding randomly
perturbed images to the training set did
not consistently increase performance,
likely because of our use of randomness

Implications
• Evading facial recognition models
• DNN sensitivity to “single pixel”
attacks [6]

Data
Labeled Faces in the Wild
(LFW): 13,235 images of 5,750
individuals. We trained our
facial recognition model on
subjects with 10+ photos [3].
Facial Keypoints Dataset:
Kaggle dataset of 7,049 images
with facial landmarks identified
by (x,y) positions [2].

Discussion

Future Work
Features
• Facial recognition: Inception
Resnet V1 model outputs 128dimensional embeddings that
are classified by an SVM [5].
• Facial landmark recognition:
Our DNN uses convolutional,
dropout, and fully connected
layers to recognize ears, eyes,
eyebrows, nose, and mouth.
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• Generate perturbations that minimize
likelihood of classification as correct class
• Create physical “adversarial patch” for
evading facial recognition [1]
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